Knowledge plays a central role in human and artificial intelligence. One of the key characteristics of knowledge is its structured organization. Knowledge can be and should be presented in multiple levels and multiple views to meet people's needs in different levels of granularities and from different perspectives. In this paper, we stand on the view point of granular computing and provide our understanding on multi-level and multi-view of knowledge through granular knowledge structures (GKS). Representation of granular knowledge structures, operations for building granular knowledge structures and how to use them are investigated. As an illustration, we provide some examples through results from an analysis of proceeding papers. Results show that granular knowledge structures could help users get better understanding of the knowledge source from set theoretical, logical and visual point of views. One may consider using them to meet specific needs or solve certain kinds of problems.
Introduction
Knowledge plays an important role in both human and artificial intelligence. Minsky argues that small fragment of knowledge without connecting with a large knowledge structure of human thoughts is meaningless [8] , which emphasize the importance of knowledge structure in knowledge representation. In addition, some studies show that visualized structure of knowledge can help people get better understanding when they are facing great volume of information [5, 18] . Many related studies claim that knowledge and its structure can be and should be presented in multiple levels and multiple views [1, 8, 18, 19] . Multilevel representation presents knowledge in a hierarchical way, which satisfies people's needs in different level of granularities. While multi-view representation provides different understandings of the same knowledge source from different viewpoints, which may help people understand the knowledge source from different perspectives [8, 19] . The triarchic model of Granular Computing emphasize on structured thinking, structured problem solving and structured information processing [19] , in which structure plays a central role. In other words, both knowledge and granular computing emphasize on the importance of structures. Hence, we stand on the view point of granular computing and provide our understanding on multi-level and multi-view of knowledge through granular knowledge structures. Literature is a source of recorded knowledge, and the amount of it is growing rapidly. One can get the implicit knowledge and its structure through reading, analyzing and learning those literatures, which can also be done by machine through some analysis method [10, 11, 18] . Granular Knowledge Structure can be used as an intelligent, knowledgeable way for organizing literatures, which can help people understand those literatures. As a demonstration of our proposed idea, we analyze some proceeding papers from some Rough Sets related conferences. The examples show that granular knowledge structures not only can give interpretations of the knowledge source from multiple levels and multiple views, but also can support more intuitive understanding.
Defining Granular Knowledge Structures
Granule is a high level abstraction of an element, or a set of elements with concrete meanings. A basic granule is considered to be indivisible or there is no need to divide [19] . Elements in a granule are drawn together by indistinguishability, similarity, proximity, functionality, etc [6] . Different fields have different units corresponding to granules [19] . Knowledge and its structures can be better formulated and learned if they are organized based on concepts and relations among them [3, 4, 9] . Hence, in the context of granular computing, we provide a way of representing granular knowledge structures based on concept granules. Concept granule can be defined based on an information table [16] , and it serves as a basis for defining granular knowledge structures.
Definition 1: (Information Table) Formally, an information table can be represented as follows [16, 20] [16, 20] . a At ∈ The logic language for granular computing [20] , which is an extension of a decision logic language used by Pawlak [14] , is the basis for granule representation and reasoning with granules. L Definition 2: (Atomic Formula) In the context of information table, objects can be grouped together as granules based on formulas. A formula (denoted as φ ) can be an atomic formula or a combination of atomic formulas (Through logical operations defined in the language ) [20] . An atomic formula can be represented as [16] : [16] . Possible binary relations are equality relation, equivalence relation, similarity relation, etc [15, 17] . Definition 3: (Concept Granule) A concept is considered to be the basic unit of human thoughts and the component of knowledge [4] , and it can be conveniently represented by its intension and extension [7] . In the context of granular computing, a concept can be interpreted as a concept granule, and it can be formally defined as [15] :
where the formula φ represents the intension of a concept granule, while ( ) m φ is the set of objects satisfying φ and represents the extension of a concept granule [15] .
Example 1:
We draw an example of information table from [18] , as shown in Table 1 , which is a partial analysis of papers in proceedings of RSFDGrC 2005 and RSKT 2006. Values in the column "Theory" represent Rough Sets related theories which appear in these papers, while values in the column "Application Domain" represent the related application domains that these papers refer to. Following is an example of a concept granule based on Table 1 :
The intension of this concept granule is an atomic formula which represents that the theory contained in the papers is formal concept analysis. The extension of it is the set of papers which uses formal concept analysis. In conceptualized world, concept granules are not isolated, and they are interconnected based on relations [4, 8] . In this paper, we introduce a basic binary relation that may help to build granular knowledge structures.
Definition 4: (Partial Ordered Relation) Since the extension of a concept granule corresponds to a set of elements satisfying its intension, a partial ordered relation on two concept granules can be defined based on set inclusion [13] :
( , ( )) ( , ( )) ( Table, RPA: Rough Probabilistic Approach, GC: Granular Computing, RA: Rough Approximation, IR: Information Retrieval, MS: Medical Science, IS: Information Security.
Example 2:
Following is an example of partial ordered relation between two concept granules in Table 1: ((
Theory FCA m Theory FCA Discipline Rough Sets m Discipline Rough Sets
Relations show how concept granules are connected to each other [4] . One may define other binary relations between concept granules. In the context of Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Psychology, a composition of concepts and relations can be used to form a conceptual graph, which can be used to represent knowledge [1, 4, 8, 9] . From the view point of granular computing, we can use concept granules and relations among them to describe granular knowledge structures.
Definition 5: (Granular Knowledge Structure) A granular knowledge structure can be defined as follows: are two concept granules. A granular knowledge structure emphasizes on how the concept granules are organized. If concept granules involved in the granular knowledge structure can be organized into levels, then the granular knowledge structure is a hierarchy composed of concept granules. Concept granules in the same level may share some commonalities. If they cannot be organized into levels, they may form a concept granule network. One can get intuitive understanding of knowledge through different granular knowledge structures from different views, which can be induced based on various operations. 
Building Granular Knowledge Structures
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One can separately define two sets of concept granules based on equality relation on At = {Theory} and At = {Application Domain}. These concept granules correspond to a group of papers which use these theories or are related to these application domains. Hence we can build some simple granular knowledge structures based on attributes and their values. Example 3: As for At = {Theory}, papers which use at least one of the theories related to Rough Sets are grouped together to form the coarsest concept granule. Concept granules induced by equality relation on At = {Theory} are sub-concept granules of the coarsest concept granules. These concept granules can form a granular knowledge structure based on partial ordered relations. One can produce a similar granular knowledge structure considering At ={Application Domain}. These two granular knowledge structures are shown in Figure 1. [ ] X denotes a concept granule, and if the intention of it is an atomic formula, X is the attribute value, and if the intention is the conjunction of all formula for each a , At ∈ X is the attribute name. The line shows the partial ordered relations between concepts. The concrete meaning of Figure 1(a) is that the current two proceedings cover nine theories related to Rough Sets. Figure 1(b) shows that the current two proceedings cover five application domains. where . Notice that sub-concept granules which share the same intention need to be merged together to the same one. Their corresponding extensions are also grouped together as the extension of the new one. This operation helps to understand how a knowledge structure can be constantly evolving by merging related knowledge source. , we can use union operation to obtain a unified structure, which provides a more complete description for the sub theories of Rough Sets, as shown in Figure 3(c) . The concrete meaning of this granular knowledge structure is as follows: in the bottom level, we just can conclude that these papers are about Rough Sets. In the second level, papers are categorized by "Theory" and "Application Domain". In the third level, they are classified by concrete values of "Theory" or "Application Domain". In the fourth level, the extension of each concept granule corresponds to a group of papers which are about an application domain and meanwhile use a related theory.
In granular knowledge structures induced by product operation, each level represents the concept granule in a certain degree of granularity. Different levels of concept granules form a partial ordering. The hierarchical structures describe the integrated whole of a web of concept granules from a very high level of abstraction to the very finest details.
As shown in upper examples, each granular knowledge structure provides a different understanding for a knowledge source. Granular knowledge structures may be much more complex than presented ones, but may be generated based on upper operations.
Using Granular Knowledge Structures
Reif and Heller argue that "effective problem solving in a realistic domain depends crucially on the content and structure of the knowledge about the particular domain" [2] . Hence, the use of granular knowledge structures could help one solve problems. Selections and switches on levels and views are two possible practical strategies on how to use granular knowledge structures.
Level selection and switch
In order to get detailed understanding of a granular knowledge structure, one may not only view it as an integrated whole, but also need to investigate concept granules among levels. For concrete tasks, some specific levels can be selected. Switching among those levels help users understand the knowledge source and meet their needs in different level of granularities [8] . In a granular knowledge structure, zoom-in operation and zoom-out operation are used for switching among levels. . The zoom-in operation maps the set of concept granules from a coarser level to the one which are one level finer than it, following the notation in [17] , it can be denoted as: [ , it can be denoted as:
Complex switches among levels are implemented by composition of zoom-in operation and zoom-out operation.
View selection and switch
It is emphasized that people with different background knowledge and purpose will have different understanding when learning from the same knowledge source [3] . For the same knowledge source, different views may induce different granular knowledge structures, and one can get different understandings of the knowledge source through each of them. In upper sections of this paper, we examined concrete examples in the field of scientific literature, and we provide different granular knowledge structures based on various operations. Each granular knowledge structure shows a unique understanding of the papers in those two proceedings. Even for the same granular knowledge structure, one can get different understanding when different viewpoint is selected [3] . , which indicates that both Rough Sets and Fuzzy Sets are approaches to "data reduction" and "machine learning", which tells us that for data reduction and machine learning researchers, "Rough Sets" and "Fuzzy Sets" may be two possible theoretical methods for their research.
Conclusion
In this paper, we provide our understanding on interpreting knowledge from the viewpoint of granular computing and examine different granular knowledge structures based on various operations. Different granular knowledge structures provide different views of the knowledge source. Each view provides a unique understanding. Granular knowledge structures provide understandings of knowledge in two aspects. Firstly, through representation of a granular knowledge structures based on concept granules and their relations, they provide an understanding of knowledge from the set theoretic and logic point of view. Secondly, through visualized structures, they provide an easily acceptable way for users to understand knowledge. In fact, the visualized structure shows how those set theoretic and logical representations are organized [12] .
Examples in this paper has shown some impact of granular knowledge structures in helping users understand the knowledge source from multiple levels and multiple views. Considering its characteristics and expressiveness, granular knowledge structures may have wider use in other fields related to human and machine intelligence.
